Minister Extols Virtues of Mrs. Florence Harding; Dignified Honor at Burial
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Mrs. Adda Jane Sherley

In Furnace

HER HUSBAND

Bit of Human Tissue Found in Parsonage

The Associated Press

State's Rail Officials Are Pleased With Progress
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PEDRO CHAPA HELD FOLLOWING DEATH OF MIKE KREUGER
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12,000 Giants Cast Vote in Streetball Game
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EGYPT PAYS UP INDEMNITY FOR STACK'S DEATH

The Associated Press

MAN IS KILLED IN MATAMOROS

Rodolfo Davila Dead and Brother Wounded in Battle With Border Rangers
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BAPTIST HOSPITAL GET ABOUT $8,000

The Associated Press

WALTER JOHNSON CLUB DEAL FAILS
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CAR OVERDROPS; ONE MAN BADLY BRUISED
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WOMAN DIES FROM UNKNOWN CAUSES
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SHIPPERS WARNED BY WEATHER MAN
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BANDITS CUT MEXICO LINE